Heterogeneity of hypoxia in solid tumours and mechanochemical reactions with oxygen nanobubbles.
Tumour hypoxia leads to radio and chemotherapy resistance among cancer patients. The aim of this paper is to formulate a hypothesis on the heterogeneity of hypoxia in solid tumours. Tumour vasculature is known to be significantly variable. The great structural and functional abnormalities of tumour microcirculation cause spatial and temporal heterogeneity in its perfusion. Tumours have constantly been under the influence of pulsatile blood perfusion with variable pressure that initiates inhomogeneous erythrocyte deformation and following impact on oxygen disorder release from red blood cells into plasma within the blood vessel. Furthermore, stochastically released oxygen in tumour vessel, plasma and interstitial fluid may lead to heterogeneity of hypoxia. Under the influence of increased heterogeneity of hemodynamic force, the oxygen molecules dissolved in blood plasma are inclined to form nanobubbles (NBs) in tumour vessels. Considering the fact that tumour interstitial fluid pressure is increased compared to normal tissues, we assume that oxygen NBs may burst under the impact of shear stress. During the course of mechanochemical reaction, when a nanobubble (NB) bursts, both reactive oxygen species and ions form in various charged states. In consequence of a chain reaction, free radical oxygen molecules bind to proteins and lipids, thus reducing oxygen molecules in a chaotic manner within the tumour. The proposed hypothesis should be used as a methodical approach based on the simultaneous ultrasound imaging diagnostic techniques and therapy, regarding the mechanochemical effect on NB conglomerates with drugs in the tumour.